
The Dunhuang Chart, c.660–680 ACE occupies a unique niche in the history of astronomy. It is the oldest chart known from 
any civilisation as well as the oldest known pictorial presentation of the traditional Chinese constellations. It depicts more 
individual stars than Ptolemy’s catalogue, grouping them into constellations not used elsewhere. While Dunhuang is the 
first Chinese all-sky chart, there were three earlier schools of Chinese astronomy which produced smaller star plots that 
depicted asterisms as fanciful chimerical beings. The evolution is reminiscent of the Babylonian development of what are 
now the Zodiacal signs with their perplexing zooglyphs Sagittarius, Capricorn, and Pisces. The Dunhuang chart represents 
stars and asterism chains using different colours much the same way terrestrial map makers use them today. Form followed 
function long before it was limned into an aesthetic. Dunhuangs’s overall accuracy is within a few degrees, amazing for a 
document from so early an epoch.
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The Dunhuang Chart has no equivalent in the Babylonian or Western European cartographic traditions. It was found at the 
westernmost outpost of the Chinese Empire, a region influenced by quite diverse cultures such as the Tibetan form of Taran 
(Tantric) Buddhism, Scythian animism, and Chinese ancestor veneration. The Sinkiang and Taklaman regions were only 
loosely dominated by the Chinese Empire and hence much more culturally eclectic than the Middle Kingdom between the 
Yangtze and Yellow Rivers to the east. 

Even so, the Dunhuang Chart’s constellations and geometric positioning reflected the Middle Kingdom’s astronomical 
conventions. Scholars consider it a syncretic document that amalgamated information from diverse origins into an early 
form of scientific perspective that also served for divination.

Dunhuang Star Chart, Early T’ang dynasty, c. 648–683
Douglas Bullis



The Dunhuang Chart is the oldest known graphical star atlas from any 
civilisation. It is also the only Chinese celestial map known prior to 
1100 ACE. Not a trace of its many copies produced at the time has ever 
been found. Though drawn between 648–683, at some point between 
950 and 1000 ACE it was sealed in a secret chamber in a cave hewn by 
hand from a high stone escarpment, along with 40,000 other 
manuscripts and records — including a copy of the world’s first 
known book printed with movable characters (story below). Until it 
was discovered by accident in 1903 and finally analysed by scholars in 
1953, knowledge of the Chinese civilisation’s thinking about the 
heavenly bodies existed only in a few rudimentary drawings and 
written accounts that date as far back as the Time of the Warring States 
(476 –221 BCE). 

The ancient records led scholars to conclude that astronomy for the 
Chinese in those distant days had its uses as a divinational tool, but in 
later times as trade increased came to be regarded more as a 
navigational aid. The Chinese did not base their understanding of the 
heavens on the Ecliptic or fanciful chimerical beings like Capricornus, 
Sagittarius, or Pisces which harboured some invisible force that could 
modulate the fates of humans. The positions of the planets did not 
loom especially large in their cosmology. (Nor did the Milky Way; it 
was never depicted on any of the pre-modern charts.) 

The Chinese celestial sphere was equatorial. In the larger scheme of 
annual cycles, the Equator was demarked by twelve ‘Jupiter Stations’, 
locations in the sky where Jupiter would reside for one year. Jupiter’s 
orbital cycle is 11.89 years. The Chinese sky had 365.25 degrees instead 
of 360; one degree for each day.

The Dunhuang Chart has been reliably dated to between 649-684. 
The quality of its calligraphy marks it as a second-quality probably 
locally produced copy of an Imperial original which would have been 
lodged in the Court Astronomer’s Office in the capital of the Tang 
Emperor in Chang’an (today’s Xi’an). The plotting is accurate to within 
four degrees. The Chinese bureaucracy was much keener on faith to 
actuality than faith to deity. The Chart demonstrates a sophisticated 
attention to precise position three centuries before a similar level of 
sophistication appeared in the star charts in the Book of Fixed Stars by 
Abd. Rahman al-Sufi in 964, eight centuries before the sky atlas of  
Ulugh Beg of Samarkand in 1436 and the first pictorial star map in the 
West, the Vienna Chart of 1440.

 For such a valuable trove of knowledge, the Dunhuang Chart was 
found in an unlikely location: in cave originally excavated at the 
western limit of the central Chinese Empire during the early T’ang 
Dynasty (609 – 983). Dunhuang was a key crossroads town during the 
heyday of the Silk Road era. As the westbound terminus of the Silk 
Road that linked Imperial China to India, Arabia, Europe, and Russia, 
it was a major source of revenue for the Imperial government. The 
peoples of the Eastern Mediterranean, Levant, Baltics, Russia, Persia, 
Central Asia, and India hungered for luxury goods. In exchange they 
much to export themselves: timber, gems, silver and gold coins, ingots 
of lead and flasks of mercury, medicaments, and inevitably, slaves.

The Dunhuang map and its probable replicas were as vital to the 
Silk Trade as GPS is to us today. It was originally prepared to help 
Chinese military officers and Imperial officials to navigate the 
featureless, hostile terrain of the Western Kingdom. But when 
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Lost for a Thousand Years
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merchant caravan leaders saw a copy they immediately 
spotted it as the most important thing they could add to their 
navigational repertoire.

The chart was of the heavens, not the earth. To travellers, 
only the night sky could point to the true way. Once past the 
last Dunhuang border stockade the caravan guides had to 
navigate the Gobi desert, Mongol steppeland, Taklaman 
Desert, Tarim Basin, and the Tian Shan and Pamir mountain 
ranges, before the hills of Samarkand finally loomed from the 
arid heat's mirages. While today’s picture-perfect tourist 
publicity gives the impression that desert skies are perfect 
every day, the caravaners who walked the vast waterless land 
knew horizons to be indistinct, hazy, roiling with shimmer, 
phantomed by mirages. By day the heat filled eyes with 
delusions, tongues thickened, lips cracked, voices rasped. By 
night the wind ceased and the sky filled with stars. Year after 
year, from time out of mind in the past, those stars were in the 
same place they were last year. Stars were the only thing the 
eyes could trust. 

Being a chart made primarily for military and admini-
strative use, the Dunhuang Chart distilled centuries of 
information produced by an astronomical tradition firmly 
grounded in a mandate for accuracy. To varying degrees the 
lands the caravans served welcomed new ideas if the ideas 
were productive ones. Along with the silks came styles in 
garment design such as multiple layers of complimentary 
colours and complex surface design based on nature shapes 
(e.g., butterflies, chrysanthemums). The full cultural fusion 
came when the beauty of the garment became valued as a 
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Tang Imperial official traveling with bodyguards. The yellow parasol was a signal 
that he was under Imperial orders. More than an honorarium, the parasol also 
warned bandits that it would not be wise to to rob this particular traveller. 
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The Silk Road linking China and the West had been used sporadically from the era of Emperor Wu (141–87 BCE) but developed into the legendary trade 
route we think of today starting in 639 when Hou Junji (d. 643) defeated the Turkic tribes of the Tarim Basin. The Road alternated between prosperity 
and neglect for centuries depending on the authority exerted by the prevailing Chinese (sometimes Tibetan) dynasties. Map from c.1489–90 by Henricus 
Martellus Germanus, Florence.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hou_Junji
5
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statement that could translate into other aesthetic forms such as gold 
and gemstone jewellery. The notion that form follows taste displaced 
form follows function. 

Persians loved China’s many types of ceramics and silver work. 
Going the other way, the Chinese cheerily adapted the Persian interior 
decor ideas such as stools, chairs, and the Mesopotamian idea of the 
divan (bank seat along a wall) — certainly an improvement on sitting 
cross-legged on woven floor mats infested with lice 
and mites. From the sometimes Persian satrapy of 
Afghanistan came the most iridescent, lush blue 
the earth has ever made, lapis lazuli. Durable 
under heat, easily powdered, emollient in oils, 
dazzling in the sun yet scarcely less lustrous in the 
darkened boudoir, lapis was the foundation blue 
supporting every taste from Chinese cloisonné to 
eye shadow in Rome to ornaments fit for a queen. 

The pre- and then post-Islamic world traded 
huge quantities wood products, metal ware, linen 
and wool cloth for Chinese silks, lacquer wares, 
and porcelain. In return the culture-loving Chinese, 
especially in the Imperial capital of Chang’an, 
embraced musical ideas and instruments from 
foreign regions. The melodious flute quickly found 
favour in court circles, banishing the shrieking 
whistle to the rumbustious village festivals. The 
Kucha tribes in the Tarim Basin, recently conquered from restive Turkic 
nomad tribes, exported small lacquered drums eastward, as did India 
its cymbals. In the Chang’an court there were nine musical ensembles 
representing music from throughout Asia.

Even the Norse got into the act. Samarkand was the southern 
entrepôt for the Viking-controlled Volga trade to Russia and the Baltics. 
In a Viking treasure trove buried in 10th century England and now 
named the Vale of York Hoard, was a silver dirham bearing the mint 
marque of Isma'il I, 892-907 of Samarkand. 

The only alternative trade route to the West at that time was the Silk 
Sea around the Malacca Straits, India/Zeylan (Sri Lanka), Hormuz, 

Aden, and finally the ports at the upper end of the 
Red Sea. In a time when helmsmen had to ‘coast’ 
or sail within sight of land, piracy was impossible 
to control. For impoverished sea villagers across a 
span of 4,000 maritime leagues, snaring merchant 
vessels proved a much easier catch than netting 
fish. Some pirate communities on the southwest 
coast of India grew so acculturated to the merchant 
raider life that they boarded their victims’ ships, 
offloaded the goods while the pirate leader 
enjoyed tea with the ship captain, then bade their 
‘guests’ farewell with, ‘Do visit us again on your 
next voyage’. (Ibn Battuta, Rihlah [‘Travels’], c.1353.)
     
Dunhuang is surrounded by arid plains and 
watered by only a modest river. It was a vulnerable 
choke point that required a large military presence 
to maintain Imperial control. The soldiers had to 

safeguard very long roads, so their garrisons could only stretch so far. 
To caravaners heading west, the last Chinese barracks they passed was 
their last safety net. They defended themselves by traveling in large 
numbers and employing local mercenaries. A constant worry of 
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Silk Road, Sand Sea

Samarkand dirham (897–902 from the Vale of 
York Viking hoard, Durham, England.
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caravan leaders was whose side the mercenaries were on. 
    Like any trade centre, Dunhuang experienced a wide variety of 

cultures, religions, social customs, trade practices. Faces and languages 
from all the world might be seen and heard there. Today Dunhuang 
does not loom large in the litany of romantic names – Kashgar, 
Samarkand, Merv, Khotan – conjured by tourist agencies advertising 
the 'Silk Road'. But for a thousand years Dunhuang was no less vital to 
the economic heartbeat of the world it served. This last outpost of pax 
sinica jutting into a volatile, nomadic world boasted no land to till, no 
grass to graze, no minerals to 
mine, wildlife more sinew than 
meat, howling winters, searing 
summers, scanty rain. Flowers 
probably did not grace many 
households. Dunhuang existed for 
for one reason only: goods. China 
vanished from the eastern horizon 
as merchants and their goods 
traipsed westward, and welcomed 
those same merchants trekking 
now eastward in turn (after 
settling the matter of the customs 
fees, of course).

    Half a day’s journey to the 
south of the city rose an 
escarpment of conglomerate and 
layered sandstone named Mogao. It was well suited to the needs of 
monks and others who sought refuge from the world in the calm of 
meditation. The earliest records of the Mogao escarpment being used 

as a refuge for meditation trace to the fourth century, but only after the 
arrival of Tibetan Buddhism introduced by Śāntarakṣita (725–788) did 
the earliest monks of Tibetan Buddhism excavate the caves on a large 
scale. 

Caves loomed large in Buddhist iconography from the time of the 
Buddha himself, who recommended that monks make use of the long 
Subcontinent rainy season (June – September) to stay in one place so as 
to meditate more intensely. The generations of wordspinners who 
gradually transformed the simple life and precepts of the Buddha into 

the complex fantasia of the Pali 
Canon today did so knowing that 
abstruse theory had much less 
appeal to everyday folk than 
stories about winsome infant 
prodigies. The storytellers 
dispensed with the dirty nappies 
in favour of the tale that the baby 
Buddha’s first seven steps 
blossomed into lotus ponds. Over 
time a folksy parallel canon for the 
common folk evolved alongside 
theologic speculations by saffron-
robed hagiographers. Eventually 
some 547 morality tales cum 
fireside fairy-tales became codified 
into the Jataka Tales. These purport 

to be accounts from the Buddha's previous incarnations before 
achieving Enlightenment under a pipal tree. Few literary forms rival 
fantasy when it comes to durability.
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Mogao Caves today, unvisited except for tourists, who don’t generally stay for the 
night. Courtesy British Library.
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Over a span of 1,000 years starting about the year 360, the Mogao 
monks gradually excavated a total of over 750 caves to take up 
residence in them. Over time the complex evolved from a retreat for 
meditation into a huge monastic community. The Tibetan Buddhist 
culture that prevailed in the Mogao Caves was monolithic, unilingual, 
theocratic, cohesive. The culture that evolved in nearby Dunhuang 
caravansary town was multicultural, multilingual, cosmopolitan, 
secular. Walk the streets of Dunhuang today and beneath the Bank of 
China branch (the only English words in view), there are ATMs 
(modern-day gate sentinels) doing their duty in ten languages and six 
scripts. Passersby have skin hues, eye shapes, languages, religious 
amulets, jewellery, adornments, hats, and everyday garb that might 
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Cave #16 where a hidden chamber (entrance visible at right) was 
discovered, containing 40,000 manuscripts dating from before 1000.

From the beginning the Buddhist expression of devotion via physical mass 
manifested primarily in colossal statues. Worship using the temple as a seat of 
identity never developed large imposing architecture the way it did in other cultures. 
There are many more gigantic statues of the Buddha as a human presence than 
gigantic temples to commemorate his godly absence. These statues of Buddha and 
his faithful cousin Ananda are carved into the Mogao escarpment near the midpoint 
of the cave complex. Similar examples exist in Polonnaruwa, Sri Lanka, China, Japan, 
and the Bamiyan statues in former Ghandara (now Afghanistan). The oversized 
earlobes harken back to the Buddha’s days as a privileged princeling named Gotama 
Siddatta. Extended earlobes were a fashion statement of extravagant wealth since 
the earrings of wealthy young men were huge solid gold ear pendants. Note the size 
of the visitors in the bottom right corner.



hail from anywhere within a radius spanning coastal China to Turkey. 
     The Mogao ensemble came to be known as the ‘Caves of the 

Thousand Buddhas’. Wikipedia provides a spirited and hopefully 
reliable reading of the Caves’ complex evolution. Most of the caves 
were residences. Some were devoted to devotional observance; these 
were effusively decorated with statuary and murals. Fresco was the 
only means to smooth over the rough, porous stone of the escarpment. 
Since the caves were not protected from the environment, even in the 
extremely dry climate the plaster would eventually encrust with 

moulds. Periodic touch-ups unwittingly recorded for posterity the 
stylistic differences in the way individuals applied the plaster, 
juxtaposed colour schemes, varied the strokes. For more egregious 
deterioration the monks would scrape away the old plaster and start 
anew. Inadvertently they left behind scrape marks and gouges. Such 
subtleties give Buddhist history the same personal stamp that maker's 
marks provide on Romanesque pillars and the facial features carved 
into stone by itinerant Lombardy stone carvers.

Monastic complexes, be they caves or cells, need oversight, and 
oversight needs records. The monks imported the many manuscripts 
of the Abhidhamma or 'Three Baskets of Wisdom' comprising the Pali 
Canon. Among them were a number of pamphlets listing the 247 
Vinaya rules prescribing the daily lives of the monks. The records, 
writings, manuscripts, and even early printed material were mostly 
written in Tibetan, though some were in Chinese, Hindi, Turkic, Gilgit.

One of the Chinese documents was the world’s earliest dated 
complete printed book. It was produced using what we would call 
movable type. The Chinese had invented a variant using fixed-
character calligraphic blocks five centuries before Gutenberg.

     As befitting its contents, the Library Cave was elaborately 
decorated. In archaeology circles it is known as Cave 17. About the 
year 1000, Cave 17 was sealed behind a wall of carefully disguised 
stonework. Inside was the community's entire inventory of over 
40,000-manuscripts and monastic records. The monks filled the cave 
with their treasures and concealed it so successfully that it wasn't 
discovered for a thousand years. Not one word survives to say why 
they did it. 

The end of the Tang Dynasty was an unsettled time in Chinese 
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A manuscript from the Gilgit-Baltistan region of Pakistan was one of the 40,000 
found at Dunhuang when the Library Cave was discovered in 1903. Overland 
travellers would encounter numerous unintelligible scripts and languages as they 
traversed cultural boundaries. A sort of lingua caravansis pidgin argot is known to 
have been used but was never written down.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mogao_Caves


history. Warlords predated and peasants revolted, spilling 
vast amounts of blood and treasure. In the people's mind 
the Tang emperors had lost the Mandate of Heaven.

Dunhuang was administered by Tibetan rule between 
670 and 780, a time in which there were numerous 
instances of social unrest amounting to revolt throughout 
western China. Whatever transpired in the Dunhuang 
locality around the year 1000 is not clear, but for the 
monks to abruptly seal off every written record of their 
existence, their looming fate must have been dreadful, 
immanent, and certain. 

The only account of social disorder in China that might 
have reached as far as Dunhuang occurred at the end of 
the Tang dynasty. A diary by an Islamic traveler named 
Abdul Zeyd al Hassan recorded, ‘During the Huang Chao 
rebellion near the end of Tang Dynasty, 120,000 Muslims, 
Jews, Christians and Parsees in Guangfu [Gansu] on 
business were killed’. Neither the New nor Old Tang 
History mentions this event, though they do record that 
Huang Chao sacked the Imperial capital Chang’an in the 
970s. 

The Mogao monks had taken their precautions all too 
well: the caves are known to have been occupied until the 
Mongol Khanates, but there are no records of the secret 
trove the monks had hidden away.

Ironically, in their haste to preserve every remnant of 
their culture, the Dunhuang monks had included the only 
existing copy of the one document that in its time would 
have all but guaranteed that one day the treasures of 

Mogao would be raided. It was a copy of the star chart 
the caravaners used to find their way there. 
    Commercial wealth needs maps if it is to go 
anywhere, and wherever wealth goes, predators soon 
follow. In 7th and 8th century traversers of wilderness 
were little interested in sightseeing. They were 
concerned with surviving. Their two worst fears were 
disastrous weather and getting lost. The star map 
portion of the Dunhuang Chart was only half of the 
scroll’s full contents. The other half was something 
caravaners needed as much as they needed celestial 
guideposts: a visual guide to weather portents. The 2.1 
metre long star charts section was preceded by 1.8 
metres of divinational material, including 26 drawings 
of cloud patterns, beneath which were interpretive 
captions explained the clouds' meaning. 
     Caravaners kept their eye out for clouds with the 
shapes and sizes depicted in the uranomancy section, 
assuming the author knew what he was talking about 
first hand. In reality, the Dunhuang Chart was a copy 
of an original made in the Imperial capital Chang-an by 
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Beware, mates, under that one there be 
rains of thieves and robbers.

Lü Buwei said that, as a general principle, when you approach 
a mound on a plain and there are air vapours in the shape of a 
staff reaching high up into the sky, straight and firm; if it is 
yellow, it is the colour of the Son of Heaven [the Emperor]. 
Blue, red, white, and black all mean the presence of tears and 
grief. Your servant Chunfeng [probable author of the 
Dunhuang Chart] says that as a general principle such 
prefectures and cities produce dukes and knights. With regard 
to colours, blue means deliverance from sickness, white that 
an army is being raised, black that robbers and thieves are 
increasing in the city. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Huang_Chao


scribes who likely had never left city. Why should they? Chang’an was 
the largest city in the world. Beyond its walls was the where the 
barbarians lived. The image-consulting caravaners never knew the 
information they were reading was worthless. 
    The concealed cave was discovered by 
accident in 1900. One of the Mogao’ few 
residents at the time was a Chinese Daoist 
priest named Wang Yuanlu. He saw himself as 
an overseer of those caves which had been used 
for religious observances. Buddhists and Taoists 
have a long history of respecting each other’s 
ways of thinking. 

    Some of the caves had been blocked by 
sand. As Wang went about his tidying, he 
cleared away the sand. On 25 June he noticed a 
niche in the corridor leading to a main cave 
appeared to have been artificially walled-off. 
He removed a few of the looser stones. In the 
dim interior beyond he saw bound sheaves and 
manuscripts stacked from the floor to twice his 
own height. 

He broke away the rest of the wall and found 
an enormous hoard of ancient documents. 

Wang took some manuscripts to show to 
local officials in Dunhuang, who were Chinese 
appointees. Since most of the manuscript in the 
cave were in ancient Tibetan, the Dunhuang 
officials expressed tepid interest but sent a few 
on to their superiors in Chang’an, now 

considerably reduced in importance to the Gansu Province 
administrative centre. In 1904 the governor of Gansu ordered Wang to 
re-seal the cave.

Word, however, got around. The Indian 
government wanted to learn if any of the 
manuscripts were in Sanskrit or Pali, and 
therefore part of their Buddhist cultural legacy. 
By chance a Hungarian born, naturalised British 
treasure seeker named Aurel Stein was in India, 
and the government asked him to visit the 
Dunhuang trove on their behalf.
     Some writers refer to Stein as an 
'archaeologist' but his collecting philosophy 
would be denounced by any historical society 
today. His methods more accurately fall into the 
realm of grave robbery.
   When Stein visited in 1907 he was the first 
European visitor to see the treasure. He 
promptly removed and crated up about 7000 of 
the more promising manuscripts, paintings, and 
textiles and shipped them to the British Library. 
    Among them was a scroll of silk paper 0.04 
mm thick, wrapped around a wood dowel. It 
was so unimposing it is surprising that he 
noticed it at all. One scroll contained the 
representation of the whole sky as it could be 
observed from a latitude of 34° N. It is now 
known as the Dunhuang Star Atlas. 
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Wang Luanlu, the Taoist priest who discovered 
the concealed cave in 1903.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taoist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wang_Yuanlu


The floodgates opened. The following year a French expedition under 
Paul Pelliot removed another several thousand manuscripts. 
Dunhuang was visited by a Japanese expedition under Otani Kozui in 
1911, followed three years later by a Russian expedition under Sergei 
Oldenburg. 

A curator today would be aghast. Stein had no 
training in even the rudimentary preservation 
and documentation techniques of the time. From 
the haste with which he broke up and shipped 
off other collections in Asia, he showed little 
concern that he was destroying what he thought 
he was preserving.

Most of the Dunhuang manuscripts were 
religious texts on Buddhism, but were written in 
Tibetan, a language and culture disdained by the 
Chinese government. In 1910, the Chinese texts 
were removed by the Chinese governor of Gansu 
and dispersed to public and private collections. 
The Tibetan manuscripts were scattered to 
England, France, Russia, China, and Japan; none 
were returned to Tibet. 

The polar chart labelled DB 76 is held in the 
Dunhuang City Museum. Stein's collection was 
transferred from the British Museum to the 
British Library collection when that establish-
ment was inaugurated in 1972. There it was 
registered as Document Or.8210/S.3326. The 'S' 
identified it as part of the Stein trove. S.3326 did 

not receive much attention between 1909 and 1947, when the curator 
Lionel Giles' completed a catalog that listed the Atlas as '13 star-maps 
with explanatory text '. Giles classified it as ‘Divination’ (cat. no. 6974) 
because of the meteoromancy (cloud divination) section that preceded 

the star maps. Giles' descriptive manuscript of 
the collection was completed in 1947 but not 
actually published till 1957.
    Somewhat after Giles' 1947 research, probably 
in the early 1950s, the China antiquarians Joseph 
Needham and Chen Shixiang studied Stein's 
astronomy-related documents while researching 
their own monograph on Chinese astronomy, 
which was published in 1959. Needham 
estimated its provenance as 'ca. 940' in the text 
and captions to his reproductions of the images 
(his Figs 99 and 100). In a footnote on p. 264 in 
that volume Needham wrote that he 
immediately recognised the importance of the 
Atlas: 

I discovered this extremely interesting map in 
conjunction with my friend Prof. Chen Shih-Hsiang. 
Its probable date makes it about contemporary with 
the maps in the ‘Book of the Fixed Stars’ ... (903 to 
986 ...)  

Today the Needham Research Institute in 
Cambridge carries on his work.  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Journeys to far meridians

French sinologist Paul Pelliot examining Dunhuang 
artefacts in 1908.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Pelliot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Otani_Kozui
https://www.cam.ac.uk/affiliations/needham-research-institute
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China’s Uranometria



Document Or.8210/S.3326 in the British Library is a paper scroll 
3,940mm long and 244mm wide. It is backed with Kraft paper (a relic 
of 1950s curatorial practices), rolled loosely around an archival-quality 
wooden dowel treated to not stain the paper, and wrapped in a 
modern-era silk sheath. The Chart is a fragile document and requires 
the special care it is now accorded. 

By the early Tang dynasty the Chinese bureaucracy had already 
enjoyed a millennium of Imperial blessing, social prestige, and the 
implied approval of Master K'ung or Confucius. Their disciplined, 
merit-based governance survived leadership crises, rebellions, famines, 
wars. The first Tang emperors intended the Silk Road to become the 
major trade route to the lucrative markets for Chinese products in the 
Levant, Byzantine empire, and Europe. In what is now Russia, the 
Vikings controlled trade routes from the Baltics to Samarkand. 

Accounting for the wealth in cash and goods raised by import and 
export duties required sizeable quantities of paper and legions of 
scribes. Documents issued under Imperial authority at the capital of 
Chang’an were made of type of paper composed of a warp of 
thousands of pure mulberry fibres lain alongside each other the full 
height of the paper (avg. 24.4 cm), carefully brushed smooth, and 
bound by a weft of pure silk. Paper for Imperial ledgers and similar 
documents was produced in a standardised rectangular trim. Paper for 
long documents was made in scroll form and cut to the length needed 
for the document. 

The Dunhuang Chart is such a scroll. While the Emperor's original 
lay in the quarters of the Imperial Astrologer, 'field' copies for 
provincial administrators and end users were copied by individual 
scribes each with their hallmark calligraphy. The long scrolls were 
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Early Chinese silk paper was not the same as the silk cloth woven 
from the unspooled cocoons of Bombyx mori caterpillars that thrive 
on mulberry leaves. Instead, silk paper was made from a pulp of 
mulberry bark which had been pounded into fibres. The finest-
grained silk papers used at the imperial court were resilient and 
tough even at a hairwidth thickness 0.08 mm (0.1 mm was the 
benchmark standard of the Chinese court scribes). A court official 
named Ts’ai Lun is said to have invented the method around 105 CE. 
Later a cheaper commercial grade was compounded out of hemp 
stalk fibres, old fish nets, rice, straw, even seaweed strands.  

The Chinese tried desperately to contain the method’s secret, but in 
751 a Tang army was defeated by Ottoman Turks at the Talas River. 
Among the prisoners of war were paper makers. Once their hunger 
overcame their scruples (seldom a lengthy process), they taught their 
methods to Turkish artisans. By 793 paper was being produced in 
Baghdad. The Egyptians learned of it around 1100. The technology 
made its way to Cordoba via returning Muslim soldiers from the 
Crusades. In 1453 — the same year that Constantinople fell to the 
Turks and gushed its Greek scholars to Italy — paper made of tree 
pulp turned up in the shop of a stamper of cheap scapular 
medallions for the pilgrim trade who lived in Mainz on the Rhine.  

Herr Gutenberg dabbled a bit in other trades. One of them was a 
printing press he used to make woodblock religious tracts, 
supplemented with the surprisingly numerous scatological comic 
books that served the pulp fiction readership of the time. His friends 
knew him as Johannes. He set his sights a bit higher and printed his 
way into history. While he may have switched from shabby ribaldries 
to the ever lucrative Bible trade, the scatty chapbook market 
soldiered merrily on from fair to fair in the rucksacks of itinerant hod-
carriers till it was turned into high literature by one Francois Rabelais.

Shadows of Forgotten Ancestors



rolled around wood dowels and sheathed in a silk bag for ready 
transport. At first the intended users of field copies were military 
commanders who could be required to march anywhere at any time, 
and civil administrators who needed to navigate the sometimes 
trackless expanses of their 
jurisdictions. When compared 
with the fading stars at dusk 
the charts were easily 
interpreted for headings other 
than the setting place of the 
sun. The demand for caravan 
copies resulted in a Chang’an 
printing office devoted to 
producing copies of the Chart. 
Some scribes were better than 
others. Of their labours not a 
single other example remains.

Administering the Imperial 
Accounts consumed most 
paper. Paper not quite good 
enough for the Emperor’s 
eyes would be diverted to 
provincial bureaux across the 
realm. Dunhuang was one of 
these. All goods entering or 
leaving the Realm for the 
western lands, India, and the 
north lands departed there. 

    A microfilm copy of the 

Chart taken in 1953 shows that the manuscript had been backed by the 
Kraft paper. This was standard procedure for manuscripts that had 
been examined by a scholar or curator and deemed of historical 
importance. Objects in the Stein Collection that did not attract 

scholarly scrutiny were left in 
their original condition. Many 
have not been reviewed since, 
but are stored in temperature 
and humidity controlled 
cabinets awaiting the curious 
scholar.
   The Chart scroll is inscribed 
on the recto side only; the 
verso is blank. Unfortunately 
the beginning and end 
sections of the scroll are 
missing, so the title and scribe 
name remain unknown. An 
important clue to the original 
author's identity appears in a 
citation under column 43 of 
the uranomancy portion of 
the text. It has been translated 
as, '... according to your 
servant Chunfeng ...'. 
     Modern historians of the 
early Tang era (Deng and Liu, 
2003; Pan, 1989) believe this 
refers to the astronomer Li 
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The Dunhuang Chart can be dated by internal text references to between 649 and 683. It could 
not have come at a better time to encourage the trans-Asian Silk Road trade. The first Tang 
emperor Taizong (626–649) vowed to clear the Tarim Basin of the predatory but disunited Turkic 
tribes which raided caravans and vanished into the Tian Shan hills. The campaign was quick, 
ruthless, and successful. Dunhuang is rendered ‘Tunhuang’ in the middle right. Note the crossed 
swords designating Imperial garrison barracks on the upper road. These guaranteed caravans 
safe passage as far as Kashgar. Samarkand was thirty or so days further on



Chunfeng, who was the equivalent of the Astronomer Royal 
during the suzerainty of Emperors Taizong (personal name Li 
Shimin, 626–649) and Gaozong (Li Shi, 649–683).

The text is divided into two sections, divination and 
navigation. The sections were produced separately. There is a 
paper join where one ends and the other begins, but the paper 
itself appears identical and the calligraphic style is the same. 
Court scribes developed tiny quirks in the way they shaped and 
overlaid individual character strokes. Some have been identified 
by name, era, and function in the way musical score transcribers 
can be identified before the era of printed musical notation.

The first half of the scroll is devoted to uranomancy and 
meteoromancy, i.e., divination using the clouds and overall 
weather. The text totals 80 columns of explanatory text and 26 
drawings of clouds of different shapes. 

The Star Atlas follows. It is 2,100mm in length and consists of 
12 vertical maps, each with descriptive text on the left, followed 
by one map of the circumpolar region with no text, totalling 50 
text columns and 13 maps. The polar region was left without 
captions because the far north sky was the Purple Forbidden 
Court and it was taboo to utter or write an emperor’s personal 
details.
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The very last image on the scroll is a drawing of an archer in traditional garb holding a 
bow and arrow. The caption to his right states that he is the god of lightning. There is 
no explanation for the curious fact that the archer's arrow points at his own heart.



The Dunhuang Chart is a complete representation of the Chinese sky 
as seen from latitude 34° north. The stars and asterisms are depicted in 
a succession of maps covering the whole sky down to about –56° S. 
Some 1,464 individual stars in 283 asterisms are represented, as would 
be observed from the 
Chinese Imperial Obser-
vatory where the map was 
first drawn. Since Achernar 
and Crux are depicted on 
the Chart but cannot be 
seen from Xi'an, scholars 
assume that advice from 
officials in southern China 
officials was involved. The 
Southern Cross can be seen 
low on the horizon in May-
June from Hainan Island. 
Surprisingly, the Milky Way 
is not shown on the Chart, 
and indeed is not 
mentioned in other old 
Chinese astronomy 
treatises.

The sky is displayed in a 
modified Mercator-like 
projection, as can be more 
clearly seen in a modern 
chart of the same sector of 

the sky. The projection was either a pure-equidistant or full Mercator 
projection for the rectangular maps, combined with an azimuthal-
equidistant or stereographic projection for the circumpolar map. 

Following the 'Jupiter month' tradition that gave the number twelve 
a significance noticed by 
many cultures, there are 
twelve hour-angle maps, 
ending with a north 
circumpolar map. The 
Chart is also the earliest 
known pictorial 
presentation of the 
traditional Chinese stellar 
naming system shown on 
the blue modern star map 
above. Stars are represented 
both isolated and grouped 
into asterisms. The 
groupings are more 
properly asterisms than 
constellations because there 
are no assigned boundaries.
   Not all of the Chinese 
asterisms on the Chart are 
identified by name. Three 
different colours were used 
to identify stars and star 
groups, originally assigned 
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Mapping before Mercator: Astronomy’s first azimuthal star chart



by the three earlier schools of Chinese astronomy. (See ‘Astronomy in 
Early China’ following.)

There are few mythological beings but a great many practical 
utilitarian objects. Orion is there, a warrior still, but Canis Major 
divides into The Bird, a Well (one of four wells, always a preoccupation 
in a caravaner's mind) and the Ghost. Lepus loses a good deal of charm 
when turned into The Toilet, albeit modestly shaded by The Screen. 
And yes, there is what you might 
guess below. In what is 
astronomy's arguably most piquant 
unintended irony, what lies below 
Excrement is the Farmer. Those 
dreadful office jokes about 
Management and Employees have 
been with us awhile. Presumably 
the artist meant the farmer's fields 
or simply didn’t notice the 
implication.

Some asterisms represent 
conditions rather than things – Full 
Stomach, Wellness, Emptiness. 
Other identify domesticities: 
Stored Water & Wood, Bedroom, 
Grain Shed. The social roles, titles, 
or functions are mentioned by 
inference: Seat of the Solar God [Emperor] is 
inconspicuous beside the Court of the Privy Council attended by a 
retinue of Bodyguards, Officials, Seats, Rear Guards, and Advisors. 
This was not meant as a mordant comment on the emperor; rather, it 

was taboo to directly name him. In only one case in the Tang era was 
the emperor a her, Wu Ze tian (r. 684–705); indeed, she was the only 
Empress Regnant in China’s entire 2,000-year dynastic history. 

The Southern Cross is the Cavalry Arsenal and α & β Centauri are 
the Arsenal Gate. More bucolically, the Eridanus Loop is Meadow and 
the string of stars north of Achernar is Orchard. Adjacent to Orchard 
are Farmer, Son, Grandsons, and Stacks of Grain. Prosperity is ever the 

dream of wishful thinking. 
The original source data portrayed 
on the Chart were early Chinese 
lists of stars such as the third 
century BCE Chen Zhuo catalog 
Even then the Chen Zhuo was but 
one more update in an enormous 
astronomical lineage going back 
beyond historical records. (See 
following section for fuller story.) 
Earlier sources were the Yueling 
(not older than 240 BCE) and the 
Jinshu (unknown but redacted 
around 635 CE). The Dunhuang 
Chart was was a utilitarian 
summation of a long tradition of 
refinement. Even as the Chart was 
produced astronomical 

cartography was under review by the Tang 
Imperial Astronomers; the Dunhuang Chart’s embrace of Mercator-like 
azimuthal projection was a foreshadow. The Tang astronomers’ efforts 
resulted in a thoroughly revised cosmography called the Kaiyuan 
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Sketch on 14th cent.Catalan sea chart depicting Marco 
Polo’s return from Asia.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wu_Zetian


Zhanjing promulgated in 729. It was a theoretical treatise that did not 
significantly affect traditional asterisms in the sky. At the same time the 
Silk Road had become less safe due to the weakening of Tang authority 
and Tibetan dreams of hegemony.

The Atlas has been assigned a date of 649-684. Chinese scholars 
suggest that it may have been drawn by Li 
Chunfeng around 650. The Chart's date was 
independently confirmed by a 2010 
mathematical calculation of the Polaris position 
using the Chart's text and a polar planisphere. 
The Pole Star was not Polaris but rather Kochab 
(β Ursa Minoris) some 6.5° from the true pole.

Some scholars argue for a date of around 710 
based on their analysis of the calligraphic style 
in the Chart. Since there is no front or back 
cover or internal evidence to the contrary, one 
must defer to the mathematical analysis rather 
than its calligraphy.

The Dunhuang Chart pretended to no scholarly 
loftiness. It was a handy ready reference the 
way Norton's Sky Atlas is today. The 
information on the star 
positions was 
portrayed using a 
systematic method of 
Mercator-like 
projection methods. 
The scale varies 

slightly from panel to panel but averages 4.8° / cm in R.A. (horizontal) 
and 5.5° / cm in declination (vertical from equator to Pole). Map to 
map deviations of only 1.3° to 4° from the precession-adjusted star 
positions for that time are impressive for a document from an early 
epoch and relatively small size.  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The precision of the stellar 
positions represented in 

the Dunhuang Atlas was so 
accurate that 400 years 

passed before a revised 
chart appeared in the 11th 

century Song Dynasty.

http://www.narit.or.th/en/files/2009JAHHvol12/2009JAHH...12...39B.pdf
Douglas Bullis
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The civilisations of China, India, and Mesopotamia all created records 
documenting their interest in the sky and its events. Theories of 
correlations between the Chinese, Indian, and Mesopotamian 
astrological system are not always convincing, partly because of the 
poverty of records and partly because there was no consistent view in 
the three civilisations of the stars' relation to the present. The stars 
answered to people's divination needs and yearnings for myth, but 
had little political or economic value.

The earliest known Chinese attempt to explain the rotation of the 
sky was the Gaitian cosmography, in which the Emperor's parasol 
rotated around an axis above the flat earth. No explanation was 
attempted for the angle of the spin axis, except that it would be about 
the angle of the shaft of the Emperor's parasol as he was shielded from 
the morning or evening sun by the Imperial parasol-holder (a high 
office because the person would be in the direct proximity of the 
Emperor). The Gaitan views the cosmos as a flat earth under a round 
sky. There is no mention of a line of sight depth to the sky or how far 
the sky is from the earth. Angular measurements of stars' elevation 
above the horizon were interpreted using an early form of a gnomon 
post in the ground perhaps supplemented with an armillary sphere 
and du, the concept of the angle developed during the Zhou Dynasty.

The astronomer Zhang Heng described the sympathetic resonance 
between the celestial and terrestrial realms this way:

 Stars materially originated from the earth below; but their essence 
was perfected above. They are randomly scattered in the sky, but 
every one of them has its own Earthly connections. In the wilderness 
stars denote articles and objects; at court they denote officials; 
among people they denote human actions.  
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Astronomy in early China
Western astronomy is based on the Ecliptic system and the seasonal cycles of 
the sun and planets through the 12 zodiacal signs. Astrologers pay scant heed 
to celestial events beyond the Zodiac.  

Chinese astronomy did not have an ecliptic. Little importance was 
attached to the configuration of planetary alignments. Their system was 
equatorial, based on stellar rotation around the Pole Star. (Biot, 1862; de 
Saussure, 1930).  

The sky at the Equator is divided into 28 asterisms called xiu. These 
are often translated as ‘mansions’ or ‘lunar lodges’ but the term is 
inspecific because they have no cartographic boundaries which would 
give their identity a sense of purpose in the way that zodiacal signs have 
a purpose (and in the thinking of astrologers, a personality). The 'hour' 
of a mansion is defined by the interval between the meridian passage of 
its designated 'lead star' and its designated trailing star (confusingly also 
called a 'lead' star in Chinese astrology).  

The rest of the sky is divided into 255 asterisms of varying size, often in 
logical local groups, e.g., 'Court of the Celestial Market', 'The Purple 
Forbidden Court', 'Encampment', and so on. Thanks in part to the 
Chinese reverence for tradition and the importance of ancestry, the 
original Three Catalogs dating from several hundred years BCE, the 
Chinese constellations changed very little over time. Today they are still 
the basis of the Chinese astronomical tradition, in the same way the 
Babylonian chimerical creatures like Capricorn, Sagittarius, and Pisces 
are alive and well on newspaper pages today.  

A similar pattern of development occurred in Mesopotamia, where the 
zodiac, more or less as we know it, emerged during the early first 
millennium BCE, many centuries after astrological prognostication 
began and the first asterisms were identified. Today we know the names 
of some seventy Sumerian constellations dating from about 2300 BCE.  



Surprisingly, in so human a celestial vault, there was no Euclid in 
early Chinese mathematics; nor was there a Milky Way in the 
Dunhuang sky.

There were 365.4 Chinese degrees in a Western 360° circle. The 
moon and planets were more often mentioned in a historical context 
rather than divinational one. The Emperor Xuan (r. 74–49 BCE) advised 
a military officer ordered to pacify the rebellious Western Qiang in the 
far northwest, 'The Five Planets appear in the east: China will benefit 
greatly if you utterly vanquish the Man and Yi barbarians.' These days 
military leaders prefer that planets not decide their strategies.

The moon was more prosaic. It rather tediously kept to its routine of 
cycling through the Chinese 28 'lodges' dutifully. It certainly had 
plenty of practice: the first complete lunar lodge system dates from the 
late fifth century BCE tomb of Marquis Yi of Zeng. 

 Comets were far more portentous, appearing out of nowhere as 
fiery oracles no one dared ignore. In the primordial battle at the dawn 
of Chinese civilisation between that cosmic miscreant Chi You and the 
Yellow Thearch, Chi You’s banner was a giant comet whose fearsome 
approach to the earth and fragmentation into multiple 'sun-like' pieces 
(one thinks of Comet Shoemaker-Levi) engraved deeply into cultural 
memory. By Han Dynasty times Chi You's Comet was commemorated 
in New-Year festival reenactments of the primordial cosmic combat. 

While most comets were interpreted as portents of military action, 
one spectacular comet so impressed Emperor Wu (r. 141–87 BCE) that 
he proclaimed that his reign should be called Primal Light to 
commemorate the the 'long star' that paid him a visit. 

The earliest Chinese view of the sky was that it played an essentially 
chrondic and calendric role, enabling humans to order events in their 
minds. The celestial empire was a mirror image of the Emperor's realm. 

Divine events in the sky presaged similar events on earth, hence the 
importance of comets as harbingers. One Song Dynasty court 
astrologer saved his neck when a comet that he didn't predict appeared 
in the sky. When called before the Emperor to account for his lapse, he 
explained that great tail of the comet was a sign that a divine wind of 
wisdom had blown over the earth. The Emperor was given to 
understand that the divine wind of wisdom had elevated him to the 
throne. The astrologer lived to be 71.

The Gaitan cosmography predates the earliest Chinese written 
records. It became an emblem of proper governance during the 
establishment of the Chinese Imperial system of centralised 
administration after the Warring States period (476 to 221 BCE). 
Chinese asterisms were first codified during the Warring States period. 
Astronomers who served different lords devised different systems of 
asterisms. The piper had to be paid somehow, and what better place to 
sleep than one's own astronomer-assigned lodge in the night sky? The 
astronomers embraced the idea of interpreting the sky as a celestial 
counterpart to the terrestrial state. Naming the stars to reflect the 
values of potentates is clue to social priorities in place at the time. 
Every historical record from the time of the Warring States to the 
present day conveys this type of correlative cosmogony.

The Chinese sense of historicism first appeared in the second 
century BCE with the the first chronicle of China, the Shiji (Historical 
Records). The astronomical chapters of the Shiji include the first stellar 
catalogs known anywhere. There were three distinct catalogs, each of 
which had its own set of asterisms and the astrological interpretations 
associated with them. Even as they were written the Shiji records were 
secondary sources; they copied older, now lost catalogs composed 
during the Warring States period.
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 The Three Catalogs influence continued long after their official 
systematisation into the Shiji. Stellar configurations and nomenclature 
changed little thereafter, much as Western tradition was definitively 
shaped by Ptolemy’s Almagest and Tetrabiblos compiled in the second 
century CE. The Three Catalogs' influence is felt in the the Dunhuang 
Chart wherein each of the twelve 'Jupiter stations' were drawn with 
stars in three colours. The colours represent the various asterisms 
handed down from star maps by China's three earliest astronomers, 
Shi Shen, Gan De, and Wu Xian. The naming system remained intact 
for eight centuries.

For all its utility the Dunhuang Chart was nonetheless long past its 
prime. Its basic source material was at least 600 years old because of 
the tradition of retaining the asterisms and astrological traditions of the 
Three Catalogs astronomers. The sky was understood qualitatively, in 
the sense that a person on a hiking trail asking for directions might be 
told, ‘Proceed to the three rocks next to a bush, turn into the grove on 
the right and walk till you get to the top of a steep climb, then . . .' 
Hence it was that a caravan navigator might unscroll his copy of the 
Chart, hold it up to the night sky and in the distracting light of a 
flickering ember seek out Map 5, The Warrior (Orion). The navigator's 
task was to deduce which low hill on the horizon, at the moment 
invisible in the dark, would be the hill he should aim for in the 
morning if he wanted to head WSW for Khotan. 

He would then consult his copy of the Dunhuang Chart for 
instructions. There he would read, 'The asterism Jiuliu [Nine Flags, not 

labelled] is SW of Yujing' [Jade Well]. Yujing was a circle of ten stars 
representing the stone wall of a well. The text identifies Yujing as, 'a 
circle of stars close to Zi'. 'Zi' meant 'Son', an apt name for Rigel. 
Unfortunately, ν Orionis or Bellatrix lies between Yujing and Zi, and 
could be easily taken for it. Hence any heading deduced from 
assuming Bellatrix is Zi when Zi is actually Rigel would be about 8° 
off. Adding to the confusion, there is another Zi nearby: Beta 
Columbae. The Map 5 text describes this particular Zi as 'East of 
Zhangren', to which the text helpfully adds, 'Zhangren and Zi should be 
more south of Ce than Junjing.' Ce in turn is “Toilet with a Shed' and 
Junjing is 'Soldiers Well [ν Leporis]'. 

About the year 725 during the reign of the Emperor Xuanzong, the 
Imperial astronomer Qutan Xida recognised the need for more 
exactitude in astronomical representation. He envisioned a complete 
and detailed quantitative description of the Chinese sky using 
positions by coordinates in Chinese degrees. His revision was 
promulgated four years later as Astrological Treatise of the Kaiyuan 
Zhanjing [Kaiyuan Era]. It was not a sui generis fresh start, as it relied 
on information in the astronomical chapters of the History of the Jin 
(Jinshu ) and History of the Sui (Suishu ) written by the astronomer Li 
Chunfeng (602 – 670). [Recall from above that Li Chunfeng had been 
mentioned in passing in the Uranomancy portion of the Dunhuang 
Chart.] Any misinformation in the Li Chunfeng Chart may have not 
been corrected in the Kaiyuan Zhanjing. Astronomy as a science of 
refined approximations has been with us a long time.
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The circumpolar chart (#13) 
reveals the second-level quality 
of the Dunhuang Chart. The 
lazily lissajous connecting lines 
in the Big Dipper (Nobles 
Judge and Eunuch asterisms) 
would be scandalous in an 
Imperial Astronomer’s office.

The Pole Star tells true



The north circumpolar map has no text. The northern part of the sky 
was reserved by the Mandate of Heaven to be the seat of the Emperor, 
his family, the court, and Minister-level officials in charge of state 
administration. Over time there evolved a scholarly tradition that 
divulging the personal name of the emperor during the time of their 
reign and after was a taboo. The Chinese characters for birth name of 
the emperor were disguised by leaving out a stroke or shaping a stroke 
in a non-traditional way. 

The circumpolar map displays 144 stars from about +50° to +90°. 
Since the Pole (or pivot) Star, around which the sky seems to revolve 
was the most important star on the map, one would assume it to be 
well marked. On the map, the star is so inauspicious that it's difficult to 
spot which star it is. For reasons unknown, the text on the panel does 
not explain that the Pole Star was Kochab, not Polaris. Even then the 
star is not called out for special attention. A red hazy spot, not 
encircled in black, could be it. 

Another star is red and pale, not encircled in black, and is located 
near 4 Ursae Minoris. It is not easily identifiable in modern terms. The 
Pole Star is not indicated as such on the map. It could be that red pale 
spot, but it would be strange that the star figuring the supreme ruler 
should be so inconspicuous. The type of projection used to represent 
the polar region gave enough information that Bidaud et al 2010 could 
date the map at ~650 CE.

Bidaud et al 2010 measured the chart's stellar positions using a best 
fit azimuthal projection (filled circles) to 700 star positions (open circles 
with crosses) on a contemporary map. Also shown is the measured 

uncertainty in the Pole position from the best fit (dotted circle) and the 
different positions of the Pole (open squares with crosses) at dates of 
about +2000 (α Ursae Minoris), –1000 (κ Draconis) and –2500 (α 
Draconis). the projection analysis of the circumpolar chart gives a 
meaningful constraint on the position of the Pole as consistent with a 
date of around 650. 
The Dunhuang Sky Atlas is arranged in 12 individual hour-angle 
panels, beginning with the mansions of Xu and Wei and totalling 28 
mansions in all. Vertically the hour-angle maps cover from declination 
about –40° to about +40°. North is up and East is to the left; right 
ascension (celestial longitudes) proceeds in the direction of the rising 
sky. The Celestial Equator and the Ecliptic are not shown, nor is the 
Milky Way. There is no coordinate grid although the vertical and 
horizontal scale is uniform all across the sky. The Chart is limited to the 
South by the horizon. The S declination is stretched a bit to 
accommodate several southern objects such as Canopus (Ch. Laoren), 
which is shown closer to the Equator than it really is. Also shown are 
the very southern stars, Beiluo shimen (α Piscis Austrinis) and Nanmen 
(a star pair in Centaurus). 

Tang astronomers probably learned what they knew about the 
Southern sky from court delegations that visited the region. Less than 
half a century after the Dunhuang Chart an expedition was dispatched 
to the south led by Yi Xing (683–727), a Tang astronomer assigned to 
remeasure the positions of many stars in the antiquated third century 
Chen Zhuo list. Yi Xing established eleven observing stations, down to 
latitude 17.4° near Hué in present-day Vietnam.
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Jupiter's sidereal cycle is 11.86 years. This unerringly bright planet 
would spend 365 x 0.988 = 360.4 days in each of China's 12 ci or 'Jupiter 
stations'. This gave Chinese astrologers a cycle on which to construct 
their divinational architecture, just as typical cloud shapes such as 
nimbus, cumulonimbus, horsetail cirrus, or herringbone stratus served 
up a theoretical touchstone for atmospheric divination. Landscape, 
landforms, geological features like cliffs and chasms; animals, plants, 
insects, body parts, and physical maladies each had their own complex 
set of symbols, rules, interpretations, and of course, listener 
expectations. 

The maps are apparently thumbnail-and-eyeball copies of a master 
document, although the method of reproduction is not clear. The 
fineness of the original paper might have allowed the maps to be 
traced in grisaille from a sharp original. 

The Celestial Equator was graduated in Chinese degrees, which are 
defined according to the mean year duration of 365.25 days. Hence 

each Chinese degree was 0.9856 European degrees. 
The text at the bottom of the maps, an additional text gives the 

major annual landmarks associated with the lunar month. Together 
with the number of the lunar month, one reads the position of the Sun 
with respect to the mansions present on the map and the culminating 
constellations at dusk and at dawn during the month.

All the bright stars visible from latitude 34° N appear on the map. 
The faintest are visual magnitude 6.5. Chinese astronomers did not 
indicate visual magnitudes when drawing star atlases. The reason is 
simple: astronomers didn't draw the atlases. Imperial scribes did. 
Astronomers today must feel the same when they read what editors 
have done to their books.

Overall the positional accuracy of the maps is of the order of 1.5° – 
4°. The layout of the rectangular maps uses similar scales from one to 
another, but with ±5° variation in the location of the Equator.
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Now, to get to Khotan you head north by northwest . . .

Jupiter Stations
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Today people prefer to write with their blood the modern way.  
Source: Google Images.

Thinking could get a bit strange in an isolated monastic community in surroundings 
as austere and vulnerable as the Buddhist community at Dunhuang. Some monks 
took to writing their manuscripts in their own blood as a form of ascetic statement of 
their sincerity. Pigment analysis proved this script to have an iron content consistent 
with undiluted dried blood. Considering what the early patristic fathers did to 
themselves in the Sinai during the first few centuries ACE, the Dunhuang monks 
walked on the mild side. Blood writing was not a hasty affair. One drop could make 
two letters, as testified by the frequent colour changes here. Curious readers can 
pursue this behavioural oddity here.

http://idpuk.blogspot.co.za/2012/05/blood-writing.html
https://earlytibet.com/2012/05/03/blood-writing/
http://idpuk.blogspot.co.za/2012/05/blood-writing.html
https://earlytibet.com/2012/05/03/blood-writing/
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Page from a copy of the Diamond Sutra found in Cave 17, 
Dunhuang, ink block image with separate block for Chinese 
text. British Library Or.8210/P.2, dated 868. Zoomable 
facsimile in British Library here.

The world’s oldest printed, dated book 

http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/sacredtexts/images/zoomify/diamondsutrazoom.html
http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/sacredtexts/images/zoomify/diamondsutrazoom.html


Not so fast there, Herr Gutenberg . . . 

Books have been with us since long before Gutenberg. Indeed, 
Gutenberg wasn’t even the first to have invented moveable type, that 
is, individual symbols that can be assembled to make words and 
sentences. That honour goes to one Bi Sheng (990–1051). [See p.28] 
Books were any document assembled of individual sheaves of thin, flat 
material which contained information presented in an established 
sequence and bound into a single unit which could be then consulted 
page by page. The first printable ‘paper’ was made of long threads of 
mulberry silk combed in a uniform direction and trimmed at the edges. 

The Dunhuang Star Chart was an early example but by no means 
the first. No earlier books made of printed pages exist, but individual 
leaves bound into a volume that can be open and closed go back as far 
as 660 BCE. Seventy-five years ago some workers in Bulgaria 
unearthed a 6-page set of 24-carat gold plates embossed with images 
and Etruscan letters, making it roughly 2680 years old today.

Other oldies but goodies exist as well: the Book of Kells was 
produced around 800 CE. The Cuthbert Bible has been dated to 698 
(though the cover is a parvenu at a mere several hundred years). Top 
honours for the most well-worn book is a Jewish Siddur or prayer 
book, dating from 840. Poor Johannes Gutenberg would barely qualify 
for also-ran in these circles. His were not even the oldest books printed 
from moveable type. Read here for more information and some fine 
images of the Top Ten in the bibliophile world. 

Although not the earliest example of a printed book, the Dunhuang 
Diamond Sutra is the oldest we have bearing a date. By the time it was 
made, block-printing had already been practised in the Far East for 

more than a century. The quality of the illustration at the opening of 
the Diamond Sutra shown above reveals the carver of the printing 
blocks to have been a man of considerable experience and skill.

It's dated in a colophon – a note printed at the end of the scroll. The 
note reads, ‘Reverently made for universal distribution by Wang Jie on 
behalf of his two parents’ followed by the Chinese calendar date for 11 
May 868. Wang Jie did not make the book himself, but enabled (i.e., 
paid for) its making – a pious act by which he would have gained 
much merit.

It was made in seven sections, each printed from a single block. 
First, the text was painted on thin paper, which was pasted face-down 
on to a wooden block. The block carver then reversed the shapes of the 
characters. As many 1,000 sheets a day could be printed from the 
carved block.

. . . there’s a chap named Bi Sheng 

Four centuries  before Gutenberg, the Chinese inventor Bi Sheng (990–
1051 AD) created the world’s first known movable type system for 
printing. His technique was invented between 1041 and 1048 during 
the Song dynasty. At that time traditional block printing — the method 
that produced the Dunhuang Diamond Sutra — was an expensive, 
time-consuming process. Each carved block could only be used for a 
specific page of a particular book. Discovering a typo in the proofs 
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https://wiganlanebooks.co.uk/blog/interesting/10-of-the-oldest-known-surviving-books-in-the-world/


stage was a disaster — the entire block had to be re-carved. 
Bi Leng thought up the idea of making each character out of tough, 

durable, high-fired porcelain. He first carved 
individual characters in reverse form on one face of 
standardised cubes of feldspar-rich kaolin clay while 
the clay was still moist enough to carve. He was an 
alchemist by trade, so knew a thing or two about 
processing mineral earths. The cubes were then 
hardened by fire were so durable they could be used 
hundreds of times. This system lent itself to batch 
manufacture that could move from place to place. The 
individual datacubes (for so indeed they were) were 
converted into printing forms by gluing the characters 
to an iron plate that was coated with a mix of pine 
resin, wax, and ash. The form was then warmed till 
the type adhered firmly to the plate

The advantages were many — woodcut blocks 
would wear flat from the inherent abrasion from 
paper or silk sheets and become illegible. There was 
no way to renew them (this can be readily seen in the 
image of the Dunhuang Diamond Sutra, in which the 
characters on the right edges of the text block are 
conspicuously weak.) The system was well suited for 
print runs of several hundred copies —ideal for a 
system as bureaucratically organised as the Tang 
Dynasty’s bureaucracy. The major drawback was the the 
Chinese character set in common use during Bi Sheng’s time was 
30,000. See 1, 2, 3 for more information.
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http://afe.easia.columbia.edu/song/tech/printing.htm
http://www.silk-road.com/artl/movableprt.shtml
http://www.historyofinformation.com/expanded.php?id=25


The Dunhuang murals are a thousand years of art history in one place. 
The caves date from the 5th to the 14th century. It is a ready-to-go art 
conservator’s Ph.D because so many art works had been touched up, 
restored, painted over, or scraped to bare stone and repainted over 
those ten centuries. There is no comparable example of such 
continuous organic evolution and in Western art history. 

 Dunhuang’s art was largely commissioned by wealthy families for 
personal and family devotions. One family which lived in Dunhuang, 
the Zhei clan, undertook to transform Cave 220 into a mix of clan 
history, family philosophy, and Buddhist piety. The Zhai elders chose 
one sutra, the Jìngtǔzōng (Ch) or Amida (Jp) sermon known in the West 
as the Pure Land, around which to encode their devotional philosophy 
into art forms. Amida Buddhism avers that all beings will never 
achieve an existence without some form of suffering, so all beings must 
strive for re-birth in another plane, the Amida or ‘Pure Land’. The term 
‘all beings’ refers to the belief that a being born as a human in one life 
might return in a future life as a mouse, prince, wasp, or even a god. 
No single incarnation lasts for more than 25,000 years. Even if one lives 
so meritorious a life as to be reborn a god in one of the 121 heavens (or 
for that matter a demon in one of the 136 hells), it will all be over in 
25,000 years. You return as a human. This cycle is never-ending, 
because humans cannot by themselves fully achieve the Dhamma (Skt. 
Dharma). Humans can appeal for aid from the Amitābha Buddha, who 
is not a Buddha but rather a bodhisattva, an infinitely compassionate 
being who willingly forgoes its full realisation of nirvana in order to 
linger on to help others live the life of Dharma or The Way. The root of 
the term bodhisattva is bodhi, which means ‘fully enlightened’. 

Rather like the similar relationship between the celestial Virgin 
Mary and humankind’s weakness in the face of temptation, the Amida 

idea of benevolent relinquishment inspired Buddhism’s richest art 
tradition. The Zhei elders devoted three centuries of continuous effort 
and wealth to transform Cave 220 into a 300 sq. metre paradise of form 
and hue. Theirs was just one clan. Hundreds of other families and 
individuals did the same, each as best they could, across a span of 
nearly ten centuries. Their legacy is 46,000 sq. metres of vivaciously 
decorated walls, ceilings, floors cornices, vaults, medallions. The 
contrast between an art patron’s preoccupation with splendour and the 
spare, plain message from the Buddha’s own lips beggars description. 

Early murals showed a strong Indian and Central Asian influence in 
the painting techniques used, the composition and style of the 
paintings as well as costumes worn by the figures. A distinct 
‘Dunhuang style’ emerged in the Northern Wei Dynasty and 
flourished in full in the Tang Dynasty, which is also the era in which 
the Silk Road yielded up and enormous bounty of wealth. Money 
cannot buy style, but it can employ a great many painters and 
sculptors who can. Over time the early Central Asian and Indian styles 
were slowly supplanted by Chinese. Often all three are to be found in a 
single cave.  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Previous page: In one interpretation of this work, the young Sakya clan 
prince Siddatta Gotama flees his wife, child, family, and position at court in 
the dead of night to find his path in a world without delusion. He rides his 
horse Kanthaka with his faithful servant Channa behind him, but the other 
figures are not mentioned in the traditional accounts of the Buddha’s flight 
and renunciation. The painting has also been interpreted as a young 
nobleman out hunting with his retinue of runners ahead of him and 
trumpeters to the side to flush animals from the thickets.
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Dunhuang’s ancient murals
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Left: The Battle of the Five Hundred Robbers 
mural in Cave 223 dated between 535 and 557. 
The Silk Road’s fortunes waxed and waned over the 
thirteen centuries of its active use. Until Emperor 
Taizong of the early Tang Dynasty vowed to clear 
the Tarim Basin of nomadic raiders between 640–
648, Chinese dynastic control over the region 
wavered in and out depending on how much free 
attention generals could devote to external rather 
than internal battles. Here cavalry and foot soldiers 
wearing medieval Chinese armour decimate a clan 
of meddlesome Turks about the year 535. Those 
not killed were enslaved and their wives and 
children given over to the soldiers. Note the 
resemblance of the horses’ protective tarp with the 
same style adopted by Western knights in 
medieval times.

Above: In 535 a powerful clan named the Tuoba claimed the territory between Chang’an and Dunhuang for 
themselves, largely because no one else was authoritative enough to stop them. Their brief era (till 557) is called 
the Western Wei. The clan’s decision to clear out the Silk Road quickly brought them toll and customs income 
enough for them to stabilise the Western Wei and go on to conquer the entire western Liang empire. Their reign 
ended in a palace coup by emperor Yuan Baujou’s nephew.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tuoba
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liang_Dynasty
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tuoba
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liang_Dynasty
Douglas Bullis
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Jataka of the Deer mural, at circa 450 CE this is one of the earliest in the Mogao Caves. The exuberant sense of speed and activity shows the hands of local, perhaps self-
taught, artists rather than the formal. The mural narrates the story of a Persian merchant who became lost in a sandstorm. Suddenly a magnificent deer of nine colours 
arrived and guide the merchant to safety. Later on, the man fell into a river and the deer rescued him again. The man reached the imperial palace. The ruler heard the tale 
of the magical deer of nine colours and coveted its skin for a splendid coat. He paid the merchant a great sum to show his archers where to find it. The merchant gave in 
to his greed and led the soldiers to the spot. Then the merchant fell into the river again and cried out for the deer to rescue him. But the warriors' arrows had turned into 
dust and the deer escaped. The man perished.

Douglas Bullis
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Above: Apsaras (heavenly beings), Central Asian style. Apsaras were beautiful, 
supernatural female spirits of the clouds and waters skilled at dancing on air. 
They reside in the sky palaces of the gods to entertain (and sometimes seduce) 
gods and men. In ancient India apsaras could change their shape at will if it 
served to please a god. The apsaras of the god Indra's court specialised in 
specific performing arts such as music, dance, and companionship. In folk 
culture they were more commonly associated with fertility rites. In China they 
came to be considered protectresses of a human’s luck while gaming and 
gambling. Apsaras have been likened to the muses of ancient Greece, but they 
are not analogues of angels because serve momentary pleasures rather that 
eternal salvation. Their svelte, delicate demeanour, artistic skills, and beautiful 
garments have inspired courtly dance traditions all over Asia, for example the 
Javanese, Cambodian, Thai, Sri Lankan, Indian, Tajik, Uzbek, and Khazak. 
Tourists snapping pictures with their cameras seldom realise they 
photographing four thousand years of idealised womanhood distilled into an 
instant.

Below: Apsaras, Chinese style. These may not have been painted by a Tang artist. In 
Tang times women were never portrayed partially unclothed.

Cambodian 
apsaras today.
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Above: Celestial 
musicians, left one 
playing a chi 
transverse flute, the 
right a recorder-style 
pan flute.

Below: Chinese musical notation from a score for a 
flute. The far left column is part of the preceding 
page. Column 1 is traditional Tang-era Chinese 
describing the piece in general. Column 2 is a 
description of the way the note to its right was to 
be played, in much the same way the intonation or 
inflection of a voice part in an opera might be 
described. Column 3 suggests the fingering over 
the holes. Three sets of columns per page, with the 
last two column on the right are commentaries on 
this historic performances of the piece.

Douglas Bullis
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The ascetic life survives on 
non-ascetic lifestyles. Monks 
needed patrons, just as artists 
today who aspire to a loftier 
ideal prefer that collectors pay 
for it. Neither the monks nor 
the artists are so rash as to 
forget who fills their rice bowl. 
History is the beneficiary. 

Some donors guided their 
decorative instincts in the 
direction of personal 
statement, commissioning 
artists to paint individual or 
family portraits into the 
outwardly devotional 
images that peopled every 
wall. In this particular 
segment of a much larger 
mural, a wealthy late Tang 
family had their residential 
home painted into the 
scene. It serves as a 
detailed example of 
residential life in the era, 
including the profusely 
structured ornament on the 
right. Today’s admirers of 
the Tiffany lamp era would 
feel quite at home here.  

Douglas Bullis
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The bodhisattva Vaishravana walks on water while his attendants and guards 
watch from the shore. This image is pure Tibetan Buddhist art painted in Cave 17 
in a time of Tibetan rule over the region while in China the Five Dynasties era 
transitioned from the Tang to Song Dynasties.

Uighur king from 6th century, from what is now Sinkiang region of China. The 
parasol indicates his royal status. This was painted in Cave 409 before the Tang 
era, so would have represented a devotional rather than political visit.
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The monastic life of refuge from the bothersome concerns of workaday existence, community politics, the endless worries over the minutia of feeding little mouths (and 
listening to big ones) understandably had its attractions. If Buddhist monastic communities at all resembled their Benedictine and Cistercian counterparts to the west, an 
individual’s embrace of poverty and celibacy needed some sort of release from the pressure valves produced by human biology. The Vinaya book of rules for following the 
Buddha’s Dhamma (Path) prescribes 247, many of them devoted to eating food only at the prescribed times. Second in the no-no count were admonitions against hopping 
over the hedges to pay a call on gullible females overawed by the aura of monkish sanctity. 
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Following page: Looking at the final product, it’s hard to conceive of the amount of 
work undertaken to carve this Reclining Buddha in Cave 158. Before the workers 
began, we would be looking at a ragged rock face the cross-section of a medium-
sized house. Their only tools were mallets, hardened iron chisels, wood or iron pry 
bars, and an endless supply of labour. Much of that labour would have been slaves 
captured from merchant caravan raiders who dared too foolishly the sting of Tang 
soldiery. Today we see only the statue and the stencilled paintings. The Buddha’s 
eyes are open, signifying the utterance of his last words, ‘Monks, strive on diligently’. 
The Indo-Ghandaran hair style, tikka spot on his forehead, elongated eyebrows, and 
drape of his robes marks this as having been designed and built by Indo-Lankan 
adherents of Theravada Buddhism. Theravada considers the Buddha a samma-
sambudhasa, a human who had achieved Enlightenment entirely through his own 
efforts. The later Mahayana notions of humans needing the aid of semi-divine 
Bodhisattas if they are to achieve Enlightenment are not in evidence here. The 
overall design and iconography suggest a 6th or 7th century delegation from India 
may have been invited to produce this cave.

Portrait of a Khotan king done in the 7th century in 
Cave 257, perhaps to commemorate a royal visit. While 
princelings were allowed to proclaim their status with 
elaborate bejewelled headgear, only rulers or their 
official delegates abroad were allowed the royal 
parasol. 

Douglas Bullis
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Excavating the Mogao caves 
began in the 360s CE with the 
desire for undisturbed 
meditation. Mogao was not 
the sole cave complex; there 
were four others, but Mogao 
was closest to the oasis hamlet 
of Tun Heng and had the 
largest escarpment to work 
with. In a chronicle dating from 
the reign of Tang Empress Wu 
titled Fokan Ji or An Account 
of Buddhist Shrines, in 366 the 
Buddhist monk Lè Zūn visited 
Mogao. He had a vision of a 
thousand Buddhas bathed in 
golden light one sunset while 
he was meditating below the 
then-barren escarpment. Lè 
Zūn excavated a cave there so 
he could meditate whenever 
he desired. Gradually his tiny 
niche was enlarged into his 
living quarters. Other caves 
were added for group worship. 
When royalty got into the act, 
as did one Kushan king, the 
Buddhas came out looking a 
lot like the king. Artists, it 
seems, needed no coaching.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wu_Zetian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buddhism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gautama_Buddha
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wu_Zetian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buddhism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gautama_Buddha
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Dunhuang’s early monks survived off 
the gleanings of their traditional 
pindipatta rounds of local homes 
with a begging bowl, accepting 
whatever was given them. Nearly all 
the art work and manuscript 
preparation found in the Mogao 
caves was financed by outside 
interests. Before the Silk Road was 
opened up to active trade in the 
650s, much of the interest in the 
caves came from Tibet and Buddhist 
India and Ceylon. The artists brought 
their own paint and techniques. One 
of those techniques was outline 
shading with broad brush strokes to 
give the impression of shadow and 
depth. One of the pigments used 
was lead-white, whose principle 
ingredient lead, like its cousin silver, 
would oxidise to black over time. 
Hence the shading darkened into 
thick streaks that darkened rather 
than shadowed. This technique was 
unique to Dunhuang. In time the 
itinerant artists went back home, 
blissfully unaware that the delicate 
features they painted would one day 
acquire the heavy, puddled look of 
today’s comic book art.

Douglas Bullis
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The artistic quality of the Dunhuang images began as earnest 
but unskilled drawings in the early centuries (pp. 33–34), then 
blossomed with a form of soft impressionism under the 
influence of Indo-Lankan artists in the 5th and 6th centuries 
(previous page and the pipa on p 49). Royal and ambassadorial 
visitors commissioned art works that required their own painters 
and sculptors (Uighur and Tibetan on p. 38; Khotan on p. 40, 
Kushan on p. 42). The rise and apex of Tang culture brought in 
the opulent profusion of Chinese classical style starting about 
700 and lasting roughly 250 years. The troubled political and 
economic prospects of the interregnum between the late Tang 
and early Song dynasties in the century 900–1000 saw a decline 
in both novice ’stream-enterers’ aspiring to be monks, and the 
wealth of great families to commission large-scale installations. 
The artistic quality never really recovered after the High Tang 
produced works such as the one to the left. In principle it 
depicts the Buddha surrounded by devas (minor deities) and 
attendants to wash his feet. In reality this image portrayed a 
wealthy merchant and his wife and daughters.



The Dunhuang legacy today
The heyday of the Silk Road reached its apex in the late Tang era 
(848–906) and gradually declined thereafter. The reasons for the fade 
to dark were many, but can be laid largely at the feet of economic 
unpredictability. The Silk Road was, after all, market-driven. 

The fortunes of Dunhuang’s art went begging between the end of 
the Yuan Dynasty in 1368 when the last cave was made, and when the 
first news of the Library Cave hoard oozed its way into scholarly 
circles in 1906–07. Once Aurel Stein, Paul Pelliot and others had 
spirited the most valued manuscripts and artefacts off the continent 
the rich legacy of the murals was all but forgotten. One reason was 
the difficulty of getting there. Another was a low level of interest in 
Buddhist art that could not be sold to wealthy collectors. Museums 
were in no mood to remove and reconstruct cave interiors from 
obscure corners of the world when whole monasteries complete with 
cloisters were cheap, transportable, and sure to bring in large crowds. 

Sea transport through the Suez Canal eliminated the market niche 
of camel trains across deserts. The Mogao caves were known but 
unknown. Fusty old art in Gansu province was of little interest in the 
great Chinese cities burgeoning with enterprise and ideas. The 
historic tensions between the Tibetans and Chinese cooled any 
interest that Gansu officials might have in building a tourist centre 
out there.  

But blessed be the visionaries, for they shall come. In 1943, during 
World War II, photojournalist James C. M. Lo (1902–1987) and his 
wife, Lucy, a photographer, arrived at Dunhuang by horse and 
donkey cart. Their ambitious self-appointed task was to make a 
complete photographic record of the caves and their artefacts. They 
took 18 months and over 2,500 black and white images, logging a  
complete record of the contents of the caves in the mid-20th century. 

The Lo couple moved to Taiwan in the 1950s. There the couple 
invited a group of young artists to produce life-size paintings of the 
cave murals based on the their silver halide monochrome 
photographs. The artists added colours to them from memory. 
Courtesy Seattle Art Museum.

In 2011 the Chinese artists Yang Dongmiao and Jin Weidong started 
reproducing the ancient murals in Dunhuang grottoes 45 and 220 to 
revive the glory of China's most prosperous dynasty, the Tang. The 
artists chose Xi'an for their re-creation. During the Dunhuang era 
Xi’an was China’s capital and then known as Chang’an. Dongmiao 
and Weldong aimed to reproduce the two grottos as accurate to the 
originals as possible. 

The original murals had been painted with pigments derived from 
various ores, since plant-based dyes suitable for garments were too 
frail for frescos.. The blues were ground from the same lapis lazuli 
originally mined in Badakhshan in modern day Afghanistan. Lapis 
lazuli was famed in the eastern and western worlds alike as the most 
desirable of semiprecious minerals for pigment. Ground very finely 
and traditionally transported in in small lead boxes, it arrived in 
Dunhuang via the many Silk Road tributary routes. Dongmiao and 
Weidong prepared their pigments using the same methods the ancient 
records described so their colours would be as close to the originals as 
possible. Colour matching was made easier due to the very dry Gobi 
Desert air which protected the paintings from decay. The colours lost 
little of their hue across the 1,600 years, except for pigments using iron 
or lead, which oxidised to black.
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Above:The ancient Chinese lute-like instrument called the pipa in Cave 232 is 
hardly distinguishable from the modern pipa played by Tan Dun at a concert for the 
Asia Society in New York. 

Left: The celebrated composer Tan Dun was overwhelmed with inspiration by his 
visit to the Dunhuang Caves. He set out to reconstruct the music heard by the 
people who lived there a thousand years ago. He wrote, ‘I wanted to open their 
culture to the world. I spent two years visiting the national libraries and museums of 
London, Paris, Tokyo, and Boston to study the Dunhuang manuscripts and sutras. It 
would be marvelous if I could discover the shape, body, and colour of the ancient 
instruments in the paintings. Could we interpret their ancient songs? Could we still 
hear their rhythm, tune, their melody?’ 
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The Mogao complex were rediscovered largely due to cheap travel, 
TV documentaries, and graduate students looking for original and 
exciting thesis material. As prices dropped and accommodations 
improved, Dunhuang was suddenly an item. By 2010 as many as 
18,000 visitors would enter the caves in a single week. Dunhuang was 
the cave of Lascaux all over again, and with the same result. Art 
accustomed to a millennium of dry air did not fare well in the 
humidity from 18,000 lungs a week, to say nothing of uncountable 
intense flashes from deck-of-cards sized pocket cameras. The Chinese 
government realised that it must rein in rampant tourism. Today 
Tourists’ access is severely limited, and some have been closed to the 
public completely. Art historians and museologists wear face masks 
and leave their camera in the hotel room. 

Yet, seven centuries later, the Mogao Grottoes are again at the edge 
of fashion, this time as the subject of an augmented reality 
installation. Cherry-picked from over 700 remaining caves, Cave 220, 
constructed by the Zhai family of Dunhaung, is now on show at the 
Art Gallery of New South Wales’s Tang: treasures from the Silk Road 
capital exhibition.

Cave 220, constructed by the Zhai family of Dunhaung, is now on 
show at the Art Gallery of New South Wales’s Tang: treasures from the 
Silk Road capital exhibition. To view the ‘cave’ without travelling to 
north-western China, visitors step into a an empty room 5×5 meters, 
roughly the same size of the original cave. To the naked eye, the walls 
are a soft charcoal colour, pinpointed with vinyl stickers that look like 
a star constellation. Hold a programmed tablet or iPad up to the dots 
and the coded points reveal on screen a 3D model of the cave’s wealth 
– statues of Buddha and his acolytes and rich murals, layered and 
elaborate; the depictions of the Bhaiṣajyaguru Sūtra and Paradise (the 

Pure Land) of the healing or Medicine Buddha sutra, surrounded by 
lotus ponds, lamps, orchestras and tiny, twirling dancers.

The advanced 3D model, which debuted in China and has also been 
shown in France, allows small groups to use a single iPad for what art 
historian Andrew Yip says is a shared performance.

“People can share the experience of discovery of the digital artwork, 
like the original cave,” he says. “There’s a great joy of discovery in the 
cave’s incredible detail.”

The technology is not just about letting armchair travellers see the 
world from their own postcode.

“Augmented reality is still an emerging technology and is rarely 
used for cultural preservation,” says Yip. “It can be integral to sharing 
our cultural heritage, allow new methods for conserving artworks and 
enable access to inaccessible sites, across the world, across time.”

He points to the destruction of the 6th century Buddhas of Bamiyan 
in Afghanistan under the Taliban, and the ancient desert city of 
Palmyra in Syria, devastated by Islamic State militants to emphasise 
the fragility of antiquity.

The augmented-reality installation Pure Land: inside the Mogao 
Grottoes at Dunhuang is a virtual reconstruction of an important Tang 
dynasty cave. Built using virtual and augmented reality technologies 
from a laser scan of the cave architecture and high-resolution 
photographs, it places visitors in the shoes of an archaeologist 
exploring part of one of the world’s great treasuries of Buddhist art.

The Mogao Grottoes at Dunhuang, also known as the ‘Caves of the 
Thousand Buddhas’, are a complex of almost 750 caves, 492 of which 
contain over 45,000 square metres of mural paintings and 2000 painted 
sculptures. These grottoes were hewn into the rock face by Buddhist 
monks as shrines, repositories and places of reflection. The largest is 
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When modern museology visited the ancient caves in the mid-2010s, it visited in lavish style. A hand-picked selection of the most lavishly painted caves 
were imaged using laser scanners at 4096 dpi and in 3D. Some 50 petabytes of data came out of this cave along, No. 220. The cave had been the family 
worship centre of the Zhou clan for over three hundred years. Each generation vied with the last to express their religious devotion in the seemliest house. 
Cave 220 is the most profusely decorated in the entire Mogao complex.
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Visitors enter a specially constructed room which is almost the same size as Cave 220 and displays a white wireframe of the laser scan of the cave on a black background. They 
use one of two iPads to scan the walls, ceiling and floor of the room. Above them, 24 infra-red cameras detect their position and a bank of computers renders their view in real 
time, transmitting the image to the iPad screen via WiFi. The interactivity was created using a video game engine known as Unity.
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The first star chart printed in the West, Vienna 1440
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A fascinating travel tale is told by a fresco in Dunhuang Cave 61. It 
was painted on a stone medallion which traditionally acts as a 
keystone to the groin of a vaulted ceiling in a walled structure. The 
mural depicts a symbol of three rabbits whose adjoining ears unite 
them into a single being comprising three aspects. Its appearance at 
Dunhuang is the earliest known instance of the image. To the Buddhist 
monks and lay devotees residing there it symbolises the Buddhist 
tripitaka or ‘Three Baskets’ of Wisdom, ’Buddha–Dhamma–Sangha’, 
formulating the doctrine of (a) the Buddha as message bearer; (b) the 
Message [“The Way”]; and (c) the Order of Monks devoted to 
transmitting the Message. This formula is commonly uttered in 

everyday observance. It is expressed in symbolic form in Buddhist art 
in art because symbols are easier to comprehend than metaphysical 
abstractions. The triskelion does have metaphysical meaning, though: 
it represents the ‘Three Dependencies’ that condition all phenomena. 
These are, (a) no phenomena can exist without a cause; (b) no 
phenomena can exist without its component parts, and (c) all 
phenomena depend upon being designated by the mind. The last of 
those three is the critical one for humans: it suggests that the mind has 
an essence beyond its existence, hence the mind will survive physical 
form and can reappear in different physical form until the essence is 
somehow extinguished. Emmanuel Kant articulated a similar idea in 
his Critique of Pure Reason, though Kant’s formulation didn’t suggest 
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How the Triskelion got to Cumbria

Dreihasenfenster (Window of Three Hares) in 
Paderborn Cathedral, Germany.

Triskelion on ceiling medallion of ‘Four Apsaras’ grotto 
#61 in Mogao Caves, Dunhuang.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paderborn_Cathedral
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paderborn_Cathedral
http://www.chinabuddhismencyclopedia.com/en/index.php/The_Symbolism_of_Rabbits_and_Hares_by_Terri_Windling
http://www.chinabuddhismencyclopedia.com/en/index.php/The_Symbolism_of_Rabbits_and_Hares_by_Terri_Windling
http://www.chinabuddhismencyclopedia.com/en/index.php/The_Symbolism_of_Rabbits_and_Hares_by_Terri_Windling
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reincarnation. 
In Buddhism, the frustrations of impermanence in life inspire a 

yearning for meaning that does not rely on composite things that 
inevitably fall apart. Buddha suggested decoupling from attachment as 
his solution. Others have suggested theirs. One of those other solutions 
was the Christian approach, in which life is impermanent but afterlife 
is not. Get rid of those 
harps and it might not 
be too bad there.

The reader might 
wonder, ‘All this, from 
three rabbits?’. Fair 
point. The relationship 
between the Brahman 
triune godhead and the 
Christian Trinity is a 
matter of endless 
squabble between 
theologians advancing 
their belief systems as 
the only system, and 
scholars trying to 
convince them 
otherwise. Psychologists 
bemuse themselves why both are so insistent about it. 

That said, there is a wonderful lost-luggage tale in all this. If we take 
the triskelion as a generalised trinitarian symbol, we find that those 
adjoined rabbit ears also symbolise the commonalities between the 
three belief systems of Indo-European culture (a) Brahmanism, whose 

three gods are Brahma–Vishnu–Shiva (Creator, Preserver, Destroyer); 
(b) Buddhism with its Buddha–Dhamma–Sangha; and (c) Christianity 
with its Holy Trinity of Father–Spirit-Son (=Man). 

Christianity may have begun in a Semitic culture, but it was codified 
by an Indo-European one, Greece and Rome. Archaeological and 
cultural records suggest that the Trinitarian doctrine formulated in 

Niceae in 347 might 
have been imported 
Brahminist baggage 
carried along the Silk 
Road in the 
imaginations of 
garrulous merchants 
and camel-keepers 
whose grasp of theology 
was hazy compared 
with their love of a good 
fireside tale. The 
complexities of 
Brahminist and 
Buddhist theology were 
luggage lost along the 
way, while the ticket to 
the luggage — 

trinitarianism — remained in the minds of their listeners. It was 
inevitable, given the economic underpinning of the Silk Road trade, 
that ideas and beliefs would come to acquire economic value as well. 
Beliefs can be private and free, but religions and collection plates go 
hand in hand.
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Representations of three rabbits united by a common ear are found 
in churches all across England and northern Germany. They have 
made their way into secular art as well, e.g., the 'Three Legs of Man' 
national symbol of the Isle of Man. For us the matter is, ‘How did three 
rabbits on a ceiling medallion in Dunhuang wend their way to so 
many churches in England?’

One view is that the symbol was transported from folk beliefs in 
China via Dunhuang, across Asia on the Silk Road, and to England 
along the Viking trade connection between Samarkand and the Baltics. 
This would have been a more profitable route than via the 
Mediterranean logistic network which had to put up with a Europe 
fragmented by unreliable petty states and toll-keepers at every river.

The original motif itself was not inspired by Buddhist theology but 
by the long history of Chinese aspirations to prosperity, peace, and 
stability. The rabbits symbol is found on Oriental ceramics, a view 
supported by the early dates of surviving examples in China. Cermaics 
might ot have traveled so well, but jewellery certainly did, and the 
Chinese were fusing enamel on metal long before the French came up 
with cloisonné.

It is also quite plausible that the three rabbits symbol was a purely 
home-grown affair in England and Germany. This view is supported 
by the widespread belief that the hare was hermaphrodite which could 
reproduce without loss of virginity. The association with the Virgin 
Mary is hard to miss. Hence the triskelion really referred to the Virgin 
Mary as the uniting presence behind the trinity of Joseph, Mary, Jesus.
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The International Dunhuang Project coordinates and collects scholarly 
work on the Dunhuang manuscripts and other material.

Bonnet-Bidaud, J.M., Praderie, F. & Whitfield, S. The Dunhuang Chinese 
sky: a comprehensive study of the oldest known star atlas. Journal of 
Astronomical History and Heritage 12.1: 39-59 (2009). astro-
ph0906.2798 (format PDF, 2.2 Mo) For an electronic version: astro-
ph0906.2798 (PDF, 2.2 MB) Author Jean-Marc Bonnet-Bidaud email: 

Qiu, J 2009: Charting the heavens from China: the Dunhuang star chart. 
Nature, 11 June 2009, vol 459, pp 778-779. https://
www.nature.com/articles/459778a.pdf

The Oldest Extant Star Chart, DACM, Centre Enérgie Nucleaire, 18 June 
2009

Pankeiner, David, Seeing Stars in the Han Sky,

International Dunhuang Project British Musem node. Bibliothèque 
National node.

CNRS 20-minute video (paywall: $12.50, but see this 70-image 
storyboard for a free quicklook). 

Bonnet-Bidaud, J.M., Praderie, F. & Whitfield, S. The Dunhuang Chinese 
sky: a comprehensive study of the oldest known star atlas. Journal of 
Astronomical History and Heritage 12.1: 39-59 (2009). PDF version 

available at astro-ph0906.2798. HTML version at Atlas Coelestis. 
Qiu, J 2009: Charting the heavens from China: the Dunhuang star chart. 

Nature, 11 June 2009, vol 459, pp 778-779
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